
1. Phonology.

1.0. This section describes the phonemes of both the

Takum and Wukari dialects, and their alternants. In listing

phonemes and clusters, an asterisk indicates a phoneme or

cluster found only in the Wukari dialect. There are no phonemes

or clusters found only in Takum.

1.1. In the following phoneme chart, digraphs represent

unit phonemes. The phonemes are:

Consonants:

Voiceless stops:

Voiced £tops:

Voiceless fricatives:

Voiced fricatives:

Voiced continuants:

Nasals:

Labial
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LowPalling high to low "• Palling mid to 1c

Rising low to high

Utterance endings: Declarative .: Interrogative ?.

1.2. The following consonant clusters occur.

1.2.1. /Cy/ with all C except /ts£ , dz* 9 kp, gb, w, r, y/

"but clusters confined to Wukari

s

py
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all or these consonants without further comment:



Limitations in the distribution of /h/ are discussed in

connection with clusters in sections 1.6.7 below,

l.ij.. The phonemes /m, n, r)/, as phonemes, occur before

both oral and nasalized vowels. Before oral vowels, the

cessation of nasalization precedes the release of the stop;

these sequences are written /mbV
5
ndV, rjgV/. The sequences of

these phonemes followed by nasalized vowels are written

/mV, nV, rjV/, with no further indication- of nasalization.

l.U.l- The articulation, of these phonemes in prevocalic

position requires only one comment, /rj/ has the phonetic

value [q] only without lip rounding. The analysis of [rj] with

lip rounding as /w/ in a nasalized syllable is described in

1.5 below, /rj/ occurs only before /a/ except that the alter-

nant /rjg/ occurs also before /o/. None of these consoriants is

common. The frequency of /n/ in comparison to /na/ io wither

than the average frequency of nasalized syllables in comparison

to oral. The following forms illustrate these consonants with

oral and nasalized vowels:

Wukari

'give birth to 1

/kmk/ f salt ?

'be quiet'

/knk/ 'co*1
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Talcum Wukari

r)g" A)g<V
f be tough'

rj: /r)a wb/ Aja wfc/ 'rest'

1.4.2. Both dialects have syllabic /to/ in one pronoun

.

form; Wukari also has syllabic /n/ as an alternant of the same

pronoun, hut Takum has /m/ in every case:

Takum Wukari

/m bi r&/ f

I have come 1

/m hwS pu k£/ /m hwg pa dy&kCt/ f

I counted the people'

/m ri y&/ /n di y&/ f I f m going'

1.4.3. Takum dialect only has final /m/ in a few words:

Takum Wukari

/w6m/ /w&/ ! be dry 1

/gb&m/ /gb&/ 'be strong*

/tarn/ /bAtyt/ 'hat T
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